### Contents

In the module, knowledge of Egyptian cultural history and ancient monuments is provided. Typical problems in the discipline of Egyptian art history, whether they be in architecture, statuary, reliefs or painting, are covered. Questions of iconography are also discussed. Previous knowledge of the Egyptian language is not mandatory, but desired. The module can also include an excursion to an Egyptian collection or to Egypt.

### Intended learning outcomes

Students have an overview of facts, research issues and technical literature concerning Egyptian art history. They have knowledge of the ancient monuments and are able to critically regard the specialised literature. They are familiar with the stylised development of Egyptian art in its fundamental principles. They are able to correctly interpret the most important iconographic features of Egyptian art.

### Courses

- **Type:**
- **Number of weekly contact hours:**
- **Language:** German and/or English

### Method of assessment

- **Type:**
- **Scope:**
- **Language:** German and/or English
- **Examination offered:** — if not every semester, information on whether module is creditable for bonus

- **Presentation** (approx. 45 minutes) with position paper (2 to 3 pages) and term paper (approx. 5,000 words)

### Allocation of places

—

### Additional information

—

### Referred to in LPO I

—

### Module appears in

- Bachelor's degree (1 major, 1 minor) Egyptology (Minor, 2015)
- Bachelor's degree (1 major, 1 minor) Egyptology (2015)
- Bachelor's degree (1 major, 1 minor) Classical Archaeology (2015)
- Bachelor's degree (1 major, 1 minor) Pre- and Protohistoric Archaeology (2015)
- Bachelor's degree (1 major, 1 minor) Pre- and Protohistoric Archaeology (Minor, 2015)
- Bachelor's degree (1 major, 1 minor) Ancient World (2015)
- Bachelor's degree (2 majors) Egyptology (2015)
- Bachelor's degree (2 majors) Classical Archaeology (2015)
- Bachelor's degree (2 majors) Pre- and Protohistoric Archaeology (2015)
- Bachelor's degree (2 majors) Classical Archaeology (2018)
- Bachelor's degree (1 major, 1 minor) Classical Archaeology (2018)